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Business unusual
Navigating uncertainties

Our lives, work & career will be completely reshaped in the next decade

Technology and science are the leading driver of world-changing trends
Climate and societal drivers 

A new set of macro-trends are emerging rapidly

Disrupting all and every businesses – necessitating new business models and approaches
& creating amazing opportunities, 



2020 to 2030

100 years of change in 1 decade

Expect everything we know to be revisited
Pace of change keeps quickening
Innovation to reach all verticals
Disruption in all domains
=> Need to understand challenges and adapt



2020 to 2030

Major shifts in 

Climate & Environment 
Technology & Automation
Health & Demographics
Communication & Interaction
Geopolitical power & wealth distribution
Family nucleus & society

Interacting + creating macro trends 
that will effect and influence our lives in a most important way



When does change happen ?
The prerequisites for change

Drivers:
>technological / scientific innovation 

are change drivers 
(the printing press for example) 



the printing press 
helped pull Europe 
out of the Dark 
Ages , accelerated 
human progress 
and led to the 
Rennaiscance

one hand-copied book in the 14th century 
cost as much as a house and libraries cost a 
small fortune. The largest European library in 
1300 was the university library of Paris, which 
had 300 total manuscripts.

https://www.history.com/news/6-reasons-the-dark-ages-werent-so-dark


How does change happen?

Macro Trends = drivers lead to a change in the way we do things

Meta trends = the new way of doing things redefines reality & creates 
repercussions

Societal Change = our way of life gradually changes / our values & priorities 



2020 to 2030

Macro trend :

A large scale,  sustained, 

exponentially developing,

global and local,

change of a behaviors

Pokemon is a fad NOT a trend

Social Media is a macro trend

Cloud computing is a macro trend

Autonomous vehicles will be macro-trends



2020 to 2030

Macro trends define a new reality 



Printing macro trend 
Dramatic fall in the cost of 
printing & sharing knowledge 
Information & knowledge 
readily exchanged

Printing meta trend
Science developed
Ideas & voices heard
Public opinion formed

Societal change 
Questioning of religion & 
authority
Protestantism & trade
Social revolution



The drivers
Technology related drivers Science related drivers 

Smarter machines (AI)
More computing power (cloud & quantum)
Cheaper sensors & new materials 
Increased and better connectivity (5G → 6G)
Human – machine interphases

Biotech
Gene editing
Deep medicine



The drivers
Climate related drivers

Climate change => Climate urgency
Disasters are no longer natural (heat, drowning, wildfire, unbreathable air, hunger)
Eco refugees & Environmental gentrification 
Human waste
Will earth remain a hospitable planet ?



The technological drivers

AI AI impact to be felt in every field of science and technology 
AI supercharges the ability of computers to process data and deduce patterns 
AI will transform many aspects of life, directly and indirectly, for better and for worse.

“Deep learning” programs tell computers to teach themselves to draw conclusions from vast volumes of 
unstructured or unlabelled information : 

Outlook, Siri, google maps, audio to text are examples of simple AI in our everyday life

beating human champions in a wide range of games, 
guiding self-driving cars 
translating between languages. 
discovering new drugs, 
diagnosing disease from medical scans



The technological drivers

Tech Startup Used AI 
To Predict Coronavirus Outbreak 
Even Before WHO

BlueDot predicted the outbreak of Coronavirus during the end of December 2019 with the help of AI-
powered system. This AI system did thorough research and processed large amounts of data around 
animal and plant disease networks, news reports in websites, government documents, and other 
online source



The technological drivers

AI

“AI is one of the most profound 
things we’re working on as 
humanity. It’s more profound 
than fire or 
electricity,” Google CEO Sundar 
Pichai



The technological drivers

Increased computing power 
Quantum Computing + Shared Computing

Google just announced they have attained Quantum supremacy = a quantum computer has solved a problem a 
traditional computer may not solve

Google claims that its 54-qubit Sycamore processor was able to perform a calculation in 200 seconds that would have 
taken the world’s most powerful supercomputer 10,000 years

https://www.theverge.com/2019/10/23/20928294/google-quantum-supremacy-sycamore-computer-qubit-milestone

https://youtu.be/-ZNEzzDcllU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sncuRJtWQI
https://www.theverge.com/2019/10/23/20928294/google-quantum-supremacy-sycamore-computer-qubit-milestone


The technological drivers

Internet of everything and anything 
Sensors gather information (vibration, temperature, 
pressure, voltage) that can be fed into algorithms and 
analytics for better real-time decision-making.
Sensors are getting smaller and cheaper all the time

IoT is on track to connect 50 billion “smart” things by 2020 
Over 1 trillion sensors in use by mid decade

http://www.te.com/usa-en/campaigns/corporate/what-a-sensor-sees.html?te_bu=Cor&te_type=disp&te_campaign=wir_usa_bldgconnection&elqCampaignId=9861


The technological drivers

VERY FAST CONNECTIVITY = 5 G
https://www.vmware.com/radius/five-ways-5g-will-change-our-lives/

5G means 10-20 times faster than 4g + much less delay/latency
5g will roll-out imminent
5g iphone to be launched later this year

healthcare services (wearable devices to monitor your health real time, alert doctor for emergency)
self-driving cars (autonomous vehicles to communicate with each other and read live map and traffic data) 
industrial automation
Video calls very clear

https://www.vmware.com/radius/five-ways-5g-will-change-our-lives/


The technological 
drivers
CONNECTIVITY

6g around the corner (2030)

6G could be 8,000 times faster than 5G 
with speeds up to 1TB per second

6G will integrate AI, deep learning 
and big data analytics

https://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/big-data-analytics


The Science drivers
AI powers Deep Medicine

Pattern recognition :
Analysing ECG’s for arrhythmias, 
detecting genetic abnormalities simply from a selfie, 
diagnosing depression from your keystrokes 
interpreting Chest XRAYs, 
identifying strokes from CT scans
AI powered support applications for medicine are 
very fast & very cheap
….250million scans per day at a cost of $1000.

Medical literature:
IBM Watson incorporates all medical literature and 
can make evidence-based suggestions 
IBM Watson automatically summarizing an entire 
consultation and entering it into the patients notes 
= AI liberates Doctors



The Science 
drivers

AI + sensors +
Connectivity =

Powerful new 
devices



MedWand - TeleMedicine

MedWand houses multiple diagnostic tools in a 

single, handheld device. With a MedWand on the 

patient's side, clinicians can conduct remote office 

visits, and through the real-time collection of multiple 

vital sign readings and key patient assessments, 

detect and follow numerous medical conditions from 

across town, or around the world.

Blood Pressure from HearablesMultiple Remote Diagnostics



Xsensio Lab-on-Skin

wearable chip will sense continuously and in real-

time a broad range of biochemical parameters in 

sweat at the surface of the skin, from electrolytes 
and metabolites, to hormones and proteins

MouthLab

capable of measuring multiple vital health 

parameters like temperature, hear rate and more



science drivers
Biotech & genetic engineering : 

Crispr is a technology to edit genes  

It will treat forms of genetic diseases, cancer, blood disorders and 
more

Stem cell tech – organ replication

Scientists may create almost any living tissue in lab dishes, 
turn adult cells back to an embryo-like state and then drive them to 
develop into other specialised cells 
These may develop into replica organs –
We may see them transplanted into patients 
To replace their own failed organs such as kidneys and hearts. 



Tech-science drivers

F (functional) MRI technology (detects oxygenated blood flow, revealing brain activity) combining with artificial 
intelligence will track thoughts, test truthfulness and someday, perhaps, download our memories

Machines will 
read your mind



‘’ …. small threads thinner than a piece of human hair that can be implanted into the brain. Sensors sit on 
the skull and relay information to a wearable computer placed behind the ear. Users would then be able 
to control their smartphones and other devices, while apps could record critical data that neurons 
provide…” 
“I think this is going to be important at a civilization-wide scale,” Elon Musk



Where is all this progress taking place ?



A planet at breaking point

On any day, between 10,000 and 30,000 bushfires burn around 
the planet.

Antarctica logs hottest temperature on record with a reading of 
18.3C (week Feb3/2/2020)

It is the probability there will be no Arctic before the end of this 
century and rising seas expelling 300 million from their homes

https://sciencenordic.com/arctic-climate-change-denmark/when-will-the-arctic-be-ice-free/1437677
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/oct/29/rising-sea-levels-pose-threat-to-homes-of-300m-people-study


Osaka, Japan
5.2 million people affected



The IPCC reported that Alexandria’s beaches would be 
submerged even with a 0.5-metre sea-level rise, while 8 million 
people would be displaced by flooding in Alexandria and the 
Nile Delta

+3C avg temperature effects

https://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/sres/regional/index.php?idp=30


Shanghai , China
3C of global warming will effect 17.5 million people



Miami could simply cease to exist with a 3C temperature rise. 
In Miami-Dade county alone, almost $15bn of coastal property 
is at risk of flooding in just the next 15 years.

+3C avg temperature effects

https://www.wri.org/sites/default/files/sealevelrise_miami_florida_factsheet_final.pdf


$60 billion to $100 billion worth of mortgages 
for coastal homes

311,000 coastal homes may be chronically 
flooded along the coasts of California, Texas, 
Louisiana, Florida, South Carolina, North 
Carolina, Maryland, New Jersey, and New 
York.

Will Climate Change Bust the Housing Market

https://www.ucsusa.org/about/news/25-million-homes-threatened-high-tide-flooding
https://ucsusa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=cf07ebe0a4c9439ab2e7e346656cb239


Cyclones & storms are more intense 
Wildfires are becoming massive and uncontrollable
Draughts are drier and last longer

Disasters are no longer natural



Focus on fashion:
Clothing production has roughly doubled since 2000.
People bought 60% more garments in 2014 than in 2000, 
we only keep clothes for half as long.
Fashion companies went from an average offering of 2 collections per year in 2000 to 5 in 2011.
Zara puts out 24 collections per year
H&M offers between 12 and 16.
A lot of this clothing ends up in the dump. 

The end of more

By 2050….we will need the 
equivalent of 1.7 Earths to 
maintain our current levels of 
consumption

Overconsumption



The climate drivers / 
climate urgency

➢ Cyclical economy & waste management
➢ Sustainable growth
➢ Minimize anthropogenic climate changes (such as gas emissions)

>> Accepting, understanding and aligning vis a vis a global problem



The technology drivers

AI smart machines +
Quicker computing +
Zero latency connectivity at low cost +
Internet of anything & everything+
Mind reading

= the smartness revolution

QUICK SUMMARY



Plus some more drivers

Robots, 
3d & 4d printing,
AR/VR,
Blockchain,
Synthetic biology 

QUICK SUMMARY



Converging with

Biotech
AI powered deep medicine
Nanomedicine

= a very brave new world
= new business models & ecosystems

QUICK SUMMARY



PLUS

Climate Urgency
Change of public perception
A race to keep the earth a hospitable planet

QUICK SUMMARY



The convergence of these 
technology, science, climate and societal drivers are 
leading to profound long term changes in the way we live and work



What should we expect ?



“We always overestimate the 
change that will occur in the 
next two years and 
underestimate the change 
that will occur in the next ten. 
Don't let yourself be lulled 
into inaction,” 

Bill Gates



#1IoT Embedded Computing:  The next wave of Smart Things

Everything is smart, embedded with intelligence

Public domain : lighting, electricity, utilities ,traffic control

Private domain :  smart homes = smart appliances + connectivity + AI

Business : applications in industrial automation, logistics, operations

Devices : every device becomes intelligent: 

children toys - remember & interact with face and names 
appliances respond to voice commands and anticipate your needs.

https://www.smart-industry.net/iot-embedded-computing-the-next-wave-of-smart-things/


#2

The average human healthspan will increase by 10+ years

In 1840, the average life expectancy in Sweden was 45 years for women; today it’s 83 years. 
When the 20th century began, average life expectancy at birth in America was 47 years; now it 
is 79 years. 
By the end of the century, it will be over 100 years.

Y(young)old – a new demographic



the Yold
the decade of the “young old” 
people aged between 65 and 75.

….more, healthier and wealthier than previous 
generations of seniors. 

over 134m 65- to 74-year-olds in rich countries in 
2020 (11% of the population)

YThey are challenging the traditional expectations of 
the retired as people who wear slippers and look after 
the grandchildren. That will disrupt consumer, service 
and financial markets.

#2



The Yold : a new demographic

ageing well

Empowered well-agers accept their changing 

appearance - Healthy skin – rather than anti-ageing 

skincare – is important for both men and women. 

disposable income

The yold have significant income & savings and fewer 

obligations 

travel & tourism

The over-60s are one of the fastest-growing groups of 
customers of the airline business. The yold are vital to the 
tourism industry because they spend much more, when 
taking a foreign holiday, than younger adults. 
education

They are also changing education. Harvard has more 
students at its Division for Continuing Education (for 
mature and retired students) than it does at the university 
itself. 
insurance

transforming insurance companies from passive 
distributors of fixed annuities to active financial-service 
providers

#2



#2
Y(young)old – political implications

Politics may come to be dominated by the old => More short sighted policy making - > BREXIT
Generous benefits for which the young must pay. 
Social Security and private pensions could be too burdened, 
Health-care costs may balloon as never before, while other social needs go unmet
40% of the National Health Service budget is spent on care for over-65s

=> intergenerational conflict



Capital abundance – cheap capital
leads to the funding and testing of ‘crazy’ entrepreneurial ideas, 

which in turn accelerate innovation.

#3



$300 billion in crowdfunding is anticipated by 2025, democratizing capital access for entrepreneurs worldwide

#3



Augmented + Virtual =Mixed Reality 

every industry from retail and advertising, to gaming and entertainment, from education to travelling will change
consumers will play, learn and shop throughout the day in a newly intelligent, virtually overlaid world 

= hardware advancements + 5G networks + artificial intelligence + materials science + surging computing power.

#4



#4



#4



AI, big data, 5G and IOT 
will reinvent Healthcare

the transition to 
preventive care

Health re-invented

#5



From : 
diagnosing and 
addressing symptoms

To: 
minimizing illness 

Health re-invented

#5
From sick-care to preventive-care 



Medicine & care :
From corrective to preventive

Google Assistant for your health

Personal health assistant to combine 
electronic health records with data from 
smartphones, genomes, information 
from sensors such as glucose monitors 
and apps

#5

Keeping fit & healthy for as long as possible will be a long-term aim for individuals & the state 



• Remote medical sensors transmit data 
to health care providers

• AI powered diagnostics to pick up 
diseases before symptoms. 

• Remote diagnostics & intervention
• 3D printer prints pill with a personal 

combination of drugs 
• Drugs developed bespoke
• implanted microchips to 

correct/power human body

Health re-invented

#5
From sick-care to preventive-care
Online real-time monitoring, 

analysis & prevention



Pharma re-invented

AI/quantum powered medicine design means quicker design & 

testing => new drugs, faster & cheaper

Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies will offer

complete control over medical records

Disease and patient analysis will allow medicine to be designed 

bespoke

#5



#5 Bot Care 
robots as human keepers



#5
Robots can greatly assist the elderly at a very low cost

>keep the elderly company

>provide culture and entertainment

>remind them to take their medication at the right time

>monitor health and manage emergencies





outsourcing data-analysis and grunt work to machines, 
endows doctors with the time and bandwidth 
to develop deeply empathetic relationships with patients

=a key part in the healing process. 

Key metric : 
each extra minute a healthcare professional spends on a home visit 
reduces readmissions by 8% 
empathy leads to improved clinical outcome

#5

Deep Medicine is all about being more human



Insurance from Reactive to Proactive
companies embrace a new approach using predictive analytics to monitor risks around the clock

Advanced AI, machine-learning tools and big data analytics => 
predictive insurance

Size and quality of customer data available => forecast consumer 
behavior accurately

Thomas Buberl, CEO Axa, said his future competition would be Facebook, Google, 
Amazon and Apple.

#6



Autonomous vehicles and flying cars will redefine human travel :
Fully autonomous vehicles, 
car-as-a-service fleets, and 

aerial ride-sharing (flying cars) 
fully operational in most major metropolitan cities in the coming decade. 

The cost of transportation will plummet 3-4X, transforming real estate, finance, insurance, the materials economy, and 
urban planning. Where you live and work, and how you spend your time, will all be fundamentally reshaped by this 

future of human travel. Your kids and elderly parents will never drive. 
= machine learning + sensors + materials science + battery storage improvements + ubiquitous gigabit connections.

#7



From Driving Experience to Experiencing the Drive
Focusing on entertainment, productivity or relaxation, cars will create the perfect ambience and adjust interiors 

to suit moods.

Augmented Safety

New business model
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS)F rom agriculture to parcel delivery and public transport, the automotive industry 

is set to reach out & anchor within a wide array of public and commercial services.

#7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobility_as_a_service


#7



Autonomous cars will 
never / rarely crash 

Who needs insurance ?

#8



#8 800b$



#8

55% of this “passenger economy” will be derived 

from a shift away from vehicle ownership 

towards personalized, on-demand transportation, 

known as Mobility-as-a-Service (Maas). 

For example, ride-hailing, car-sharing or concierge services. 

800b$



#8

70 billion hours of driver 
time to be freed-up by 
self driving cars



#8#8

from the development of innovative onboard services and products like in-vehicle apps, accessories or 

dedicated service and “experience” pods. 

Passengers will eat, sleep, work, shop, enjoy entertainment or even be pampered in the beauty salon. 

Driverless vehicles have game-changing applications across the board, from tourism to hospitality to 

healthcare. 

200b$



Foodtech is not about digital solutions, food delivery apps or 

vending machines. 

An iPad that takes orders at a restaurant is a productivity tool, not 

innovation.

Foodtech is about food reformulation, using new processing 

technologies to improve the flavour, nutritional value or shelf life of 

food, and finding novel ingredients and methods that could 

fundamentally change food production.

Food tech#9



Beyond the Lab-Grown Burger: ‘Cellular Agriculture’ 

is Taking Over the Food Industry

The average European eats 80kg of meat per year, while 

North Americans and Australians eat over 110kg per year. 

Many consider the Western world has reached ‘peak 

meat’, Avg consumption in China is less than 55kg

#9

Peak meat



With McDonald’s, Burger King, KFC and every major 
UK supermarket selling their own ranges of ‘authentic’ 
animal substitutes, fake meat now means big business

how plant-based meat went mainstream

#9



#9

Cellular agriculture will move from the lab to inner cities



FinTech is the concept where Finance industry start using technology to offer better customer 
experience.
Tech based players have entered the fin space Google, Amazon, Apple Facebook and are offering Techfin
solutions
TechFin solutions are where Technology enters Finance sector to change how users interact with the 
industry.

Fintech → Techfin

China is a pioneer in techfin and may rewire 21st century finance
Mobile payments in China exceeded $17tn in 2017, more than 50 times those in the US. 

#10 A new approach to money



…….firms achieve the most significant performance improvements when 
humans and machines work together. Through such collaborative 
intelligence, humans and AI actively enhance each other’s 
complementary strengths: 
the leadership, teamwork, creativity, and social skills of the former, and 
the speed, scalability, and quantitative capabilities of the latter

#11 AI human collaboration



#11
AI human collaboration

Collaborative intelligence = Human + AI 

Humans enhanced by tech
s/w & h/w will enhance, empower & assist humans to achieve 
more, better, faster & more efficiently
humans to partner with AI in every aspect of their work, at every 
level, in every industry
AI will become entrenched in everyday business operations, 
partnership with AI will even become a requirement. 



#12

future Personal Assistants
"digital devices will help us do more with one 
of our most precious commodities: time."



Smart Personal Assistants
software to listen to all your conversations, 
read & respond to your email, monitor your 
blood chemistry, etc. With access to such 
data, these AI-enabled software shells will 
learn your preferences, anticipate your 
needs and behavior, shop for you, monitor 
your health, and help you problem-solve in 
support of your mid- and long-term goals.

#12



smart Personal Assistants
•Links with all other devices and plans your daily schedule
•Summarizes news, reports, and social media activity
•Manages & updates schedules & calendars
•Manages purchases (from flowers to clothes)
•Manages reservations
•Prepares you for meetings & presentations
•Summarizes discussions and sets next steps.
•Responds to routine emails
•Monitors your vitals & your health & medication
•Book your holidays 

#12



#13 Advertising disrupted
No need for mad men



The new mad men
AI devices and assistants will soon understand what you want better 
than you do. In turn, we will begin to both trust and rely upon our AIs 
to make most of our buying decisions, turning over shopping to AI-
enabled personal assistants. 
The advertising industry—which normally competes for your attention 
will have a hard time influencing your AI. 

#13



The recycling symbol has been 
around for over 40 years, but 
just 14 percent of plastic 
packaging is actually collected; 
only 2 percent is properly 
recycled

Circular economy becomes a standard#14



#14



#14



https://edition.cnn.com/2019/10/10/business/loop-tom-szaky-risk-takers/index.html

Tom Szaky
Circular Economy Innovator

CEO at TerraCycle#14

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/10/10/business/loop-tom-szaky-risk-takers/index.html


The Greta Thunberg Effect 
will whip brands into more profound, quantifiable, solid sustainable action

Purpose
56% of global consumers say that the 
stories around brands influence 
purchasing decisions. Authenticity and 
sustainability increasingly top their list 
of concerns. This will influence the way 
brands talk about it to consumers. 

#15



Consumers will demand more 
sustainable offerings
Consumers will reward brand 
commitment & actions

#15



Food waste is going 
to take over the 
fashion industry
new tech to convert 
food crop waste–like 
banana peels and 
hemp stalks–into 
wearable fibers.

Texloop, 
converts textile 
scraps and used 
clothing into 
new fibers. 
Around 16% of 
all textiles end 
up scrapped on 
cutting-room 
floors, and 85% 
of used clothing 
ends up in 
landfills,

#15

https://www.fastcompany.com/40584274/food-waste-is-going-to-take-over-the-fashion-industry


#16 A culture of grift
lying, deception, grift are part of everyday discourse 



#16 Corporate Culture

Trust as a primary corporate goal
>telling the truth, 
>walking the talk, 
>protecting integrity, 
>connecting to people’s doubts, 
>showing more empathy for people’s needs

trust will become central to brand strategies and 
business propositions from product development 
to advertising.

Getting into the flow with “co”
“better together” will grow stronger fuelled by a 
new generation with a less cynical, more caring 
and sharing attitude towards life and society. 



Income polarization  & inequality 
Widening gap between the wealthiest and the poorest => elimination of the middle market, 
Income disparity to restrict economic growth for countries with higher median income levels. 
Intergenerational friction & generational inequality 
In Europe, the median wealth of those aged 16 to 34 is now just 10% of that of 65-year- olds.

#17
Economic polarization



#18 Like all amazing developments theres
also a dark side to tech:

>Fake news
>Data privacy &Data manipulation
>Surveillance economy
>Liberty & freedom defined by code

Build Trust in tech
Need for regulation

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/11/14/magazine/internet-future-dream.html?fbclid=IwAR064MrzNL75NkoDPq8nN2XNSvRfCX48tdjgITPQYHoEq5fUg1Nfs_tCXKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64UN-cUmQMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64UN-cUmQMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64UN-cUmQMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64UN-cUmQMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64UN-cUmQMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64UN-cUmQMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64UN-cUmQMs


Other changes

Redefinition of work
Multiple careers

(focusing more on human skills and less on 
trade/tech skills)

Redefinition of family
Redefinition of gender

Change in religions



Machines are already (and will always be) better than humans in closed systems 
We can not compete with their speed, scalability and quantitative capabilities 

Enhancing ourselves with AI will create a more efficient, knowledgeable, smarter & faster - version of ourselves

We need to focus on soft – human – skills : Creative – Cognitive – Collaborative – Communicational 
We need to Unlearn (our old ways), Unleash (our potential ) and Uplift our vision

Disruption is now a constant - Lets embrace it

Navigating uncertainties

Some take-aways & 
some certainties : 
4Cs and 3 Us


